CT Perfusion in Spinal Disease: an Adjunct Tool to Vertebral Body Biopsy.
Routine diagnostic techniques are inadequate for diagnosis of spinal diseases. The purpose of this study was to determine whether CT perfusion can differentiate inflammatory diseases like tuberculosis from neoplastic diseases of spine. Thirty-two patients with vertebral body lesions associated with paraspinal mass underwent CT guided bone biopsy and histopathological evaluation. CT perfusion was done in all patients before doing biopsy. Perfusion parameters like blood volume (BV), blood flow (BF) and time to peak (TTP) were calculated and correlated with histopathology. Statistical analysis was done using Mann-Whitney test. p value <0.05 was considered significant. Of 32 cases, 20 had tuberculous osteomyelitis and 12 neoplastic disease (seven metastasis, three plasmacytoma, one each lymphoma and chordoma). Mean rBF was [inflammatory lesions, 1.459 and neoplastic lesions, 18.080 (p<0.000). Mean rBV was (inflammatory disease, 2.8589 and neoplastic lesions, 12.2133 (p<0 .000)). Mean rTTP was [inflammatory pathology, 1.041 and neoplastic pathology, 0.703(p<0.079)]. This shows the deconvolution-based CTP technique's potential for noninvasive diagnosis of at least all inflammatory lesions affecting the spine that are associated with paraspinal mass. Validation of the use of deconvolution CTP parameters for differentiation of inflammatory from neoplastic pathology may permit this technique to be used as an adjunct tool when biopsy when routine imaging findings are inconclusive.